way into buildings as we see them in steamships, aeroplanes and motor-
cars, although they were intimately related to building materials, en-
vironment and the human being.
But, more important than all beside, still rising to greater dignity as an
idea as it goes on working, was the ideal of plasticity. That ideal now began
to emerge as a means to achieve an organic architecture.
PLASTICITY
Plasticity may be seen in the expressive flesh-covering of the skeleton as
contrasted with the articulation of the skeleton itself. If form really
'followed function'—as the Master declared—here was the direct means
of expression of the more spiritual idea that form and function are one:
the only true means I could see then or can see now to eliminate the
separation and complication of cut-and-butt joinery in favour of the
expressive flow of continuous surface. Here, by instinct at first—all
ideas germinate—a principle entered into building that has since gone on
-developing. In my work the idea of plasticity may now be seen as the
element of continuity.
In architecture, plasticity is only the modern expression of an ancient
thought. But the thought taken into structure and throughout human
affairs will re-create in a badly 'disjointed', distracted world the entire
fabric of human society. This magic word 'plastic' was a word Louis
Sullivan himself was fond of using in reference to his idea of ornamenta-
tion as distinguished from all other or applied ornament. But now, why
not the larger application in the structure of the building itself in this
sense?
Why a principle working in the pan if not living in the whole?
If form really followed function—it did in a material sense by means
of this ideal of plasticity, the spiritual concept oiform and function as one
—why not throw away the implications of post or upright and beam or
horizontal entirely? Have no beams or columns piling up as 'joinery'. Nor
any 'features' as fixtures. No. Have no appliances of any kind at all, such
as pilasters, entablatures and cornices. Nor put into the building any fix-
tures whatsoever as 'fixtures'. Eliminate the separations and separate
joints. Classic architecture was all Sxation-of-the-fixture. Yes, entirely so.
Now why not let walls, ceilings, floors become seen as component parts of
each other, their surfaces flowing into each other. To get continuity in
the whole, eliminating all constructed features just as Louis Sullivan had
eliminated background in his ornament in favour of an integral sense of
the whole. Here the promotion of an idea from the material to the
spiritual plane began to have consequences. Conceive now that an entire
building might grow up out of conditions as a plant, grows up out of
soil and yet be free to be itself, to 'live its own life according to Man's
Nature'. Dignified as a tree in the midst of nature but a child of the spirit
of man*
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